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Bayless makes Mexican accessible

By T. Susan Chang, Globe Correspondent  |  December 7, 2005

Mexican Everyday, By Rick Bayless with Deann Groen Bayless, Norton, 336 pp., $29.95

You have to love Rick Bayless. He's written four Mexican cookbooks, runs two popular restaurants, cooks on TV, and
still has enough juice left for a new cookbook.

Bayless has been trying out dishes in ''Mexican Everyday" for years. ''I think I've finally figured out how to get the
most traditional, most complex and delicious flavor out of the fewest (and most easily accessible) ingredients," he
writes. My reverence for Bayless is longstanding: I honeymooned in Cozumel and searched for an authentic volcanic-
stone mortar so we could pound garlic and dried chilies as Bayless declared we should. But if he says quicker is OK,
out with the mortar, in with the blender!

Ingredients have been radically downgraded: hard-to-find chipotles mecos are replaced by the ubiquitous canned
chipotles in adobo. Pickled peppers make the grade, as do canned tomatoes. And though he can't help occasionally
calling for epazote sprigs or hoja santa, he has the good grace to suggest substitutes. In short: Yes, you can cook
Mexican in New England in the winter.

Classic tortilla soup is piled high with chicken, Jack cheese, avocado, and tortilla chips; the brick-red broth brims
with the sweet flavor of pasilla pepper. Red chili chicken can be whipped together in less than 45 minutes yet delivers
depth as if it were hours in the making.

Lentil-rice salad provides an intense variety of textures from cucumber, ham, and red onion. Chicken a la
Veracruzana relies on pickled jalapeno and olives to achieve an acerbic warmth.

The crowning recipe is smoky pork tinga tacos: avocado, fresh cheese, and slow-cooked chipotle pork in warm
tortillas.

The one dessert we tried ended our successes. Mexican shortbread cookies are so floury the dough is nearly
impossible to roll out. The rounds fall apart and look hopeless by the time they reach the baking sheets. I ended up
with 12, plus a heap of fragments.

What became of those crumbled cookies, you wonder? Reader, I ate them -- shards and all.
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